Sterideal, the most versatile solution
for total aseptic safety

Sterideal is the perfect
system for preserving a wide
variety of products:

Tailor-made
aseptic safety
The reputation of your brand is as good as the quality of
your products. Producing the best possible quality is one

Dairy:

thing, making sure it reaches your consumers without

Milk, milk drinks, yoghurt, milkshakes, cream, coffee cream, custards, pudding.

compromising taste, safety or anything else is quite

Juices and fruit drinks:
Juices, nectar, products with pieces of fruit and fibres, tomato juice, tomato puree.

another. And then there are the ever changing health

Food products:

and safety regulations and consumer needs to take

Sauces (including highly viscous sauces with large particles), soups, baby nutrition, soya products.

into consideration. To effectively address new demands

Special products:
Medical food products, nutraceuticals, drinks.

and opportunities in the market, you need a production
line which allows you to process different products,
without having to rebuild the entire production plant.

1. Robust & Reliable process

4. Lowest cost of ownership

• Complete user-friendly control and perfect traceability

• Very low utility consumption

• Consistent production process

• Very good uptime/downtime ratio

• Tubular concept provides safety-by-design

(extended production time)
• Low maintenance costs

2. Versatile and flexible
Stork Food & Dairy Systems offers a comprehensive range of

• Modular design enabling easy adaptation to

UHT solutions to effectively protect the quality you produce. The

• Adaptable for products with or without

coiled indirect heat exchanger unit, it offers maximum heat

functionalities. With several additional modules designed around
the Sterideal, we can set up tailor-made UHT lines to handle a

particles and/or fibres

Stork Sterideal:
the unique advantages of
a coiled construction

wide variety of products. Even products with particles or fibres
can be handled with ease.

over 1,000 complete UHT systems, Stork Food & Dairy
Systems can offer you more than just machinery. Over the
years we have developed a thorough understanding of the

• Handles high and low viscous products
• Conﬁgurable for milk, juice, soups, desserts,

• Much more consistent and efﬁcient heat transfer thanks
to Dean-effect
• Perfect product quality thanks to quick heating up
and cooling down of processed product

market, which we are more than willing to share with you in

• The system can be cleaned more easily and thoroughly

the form of advice and an excellent service level.

• Ability to sterilize high viscous products thanks to coiled

5. Long service life
• Top quality materials and components and
excellent after-sales support
• Designed and built to last

puddings, neutraceuticals and many

• Proven performance with over 1,000 units supplied

other products

• Long-life, fully welded tubular design without

• Minimal risk of pollution due to endless tubes without
sharp bends or connections

With more than 40 years of experience and having supplied

change or CIP-cycle

other products

heart of our UHT concept is the Sterideal. Thanks to a unique

transfer, extremely efficient energy use and incredible cleaning

• Extremely small mixing zone at product

joints or gaskets

3. Efficient
• Coiled tube design without sharp
bends or edges for optimal heat transfer
• Quick and dynamic adjustment of main
heater when filling capacity changes
• Auto start-up/shut-down

6. Sustainability
• 86% heat generation reducing energy consumption
• Low water usage and low consumption of
cleaning agents
• Extremely durable

design, which can withstand high internal pressure
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Stork UHT solutions, meet the family
Sterijuice

Sterideal

Single, uninterrupted product
channel without dead corners and
gaskets, designed specifically to
offer maximum aseptic safety while
processing fruit and vegetable juices.

Stork’s unique concept for
indirect heating solutions
to sterilize products at UHT
(Ultra High Temprature).

Steritwin

Deaerator
Versatile solution combining
direct and indirect heating in
one system.

Steritank

Homogenizer
Complete aseptic solution for
intermediate sterile storage
between the processor and the
filling machine.
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Effectively separates odours
and oxygen from a product to
improve the quality.

With low speed performance and
high quality components Stork
homogenizers offer a long
economical life time combined
with minimal maintenance costs.
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Sterideal:
sterilizing the
tasteful way

Sterijuice:
handle fruits,
fibres and
particles
with ease

Steritwin: the synergy of combining
direct and indirect heating
For some high quality products, indirect heating is not the most

The objective of sterilization is to kill all harmful organisms in a

effective sterilization combined with excellent preservation of

product. But how do you prevent it from killing the taste in the

taste. The helical design offers more advantages. Because the

process? Taste is preserved best when a product is heated to

heat exchanger unit has no sharp bends or welding seams, any

preserve the colour and the vitamins. In this case products are

high temperatures very quickly and is cooled down just as fast,

fluid will flow through it with ease. The coiled design prevents

injected with steam, enabling temperatures of more than 150°C.

especially when processing dairy products. The Sterideal is the

clustering and other kinds of flow resistance even when handling

A natural taste and texture of products is extremely important in

The Stork Steritwin provides both direct and indirect heating and

only UHT system with a helical heat exchanger unit. This unique

products with particles or ﬁbres. Consequently the Sterideal can

today’s market. Products with real pieces of fruit or ﬁbres are

offers maximum efficiency, productivity and flexibility for

design offers maximum heat transfer and allows you to heat up

handle a wide variety of products.

very popular. Processing these particles however is quite

processing a wide range of viscosity in food or dairy.

and cool down your product extremely quickly. The result is

suitable solution. They require direct heating so the product can
reach high temperatures very quickly followed by flash cooling to

complicated. Particles react differently to heat treatment than
fluids and can hinder the flow of the system. The Stork Sterijuice

You can use the indirect heating unit only, to reach temperatures of

system can handle these products with ease. Its unique design

up to 145°C, or use both systems to reach much higher temperatures.

does not hinder the flow and allows for quick and thorough

This flexibility means the Steritwin can be used for any kind of

cleaning. You can count on perfect performance for every next

process, allowing dedicated heat treatment for virtually any kind of

production run.

product. Because pre-heating takes place in the indirect heating
unit, which can reuse much of the generated heat, the Steritwin
is incredibly energy efficient compared to conventional direct

Custard or pudding?
Process it with ease
When processing viscous products, like custard or pudding,

heating systems. With the direct heating process you are able to
choose the starting temperature, enabling optimal processing
conditions to achieve the best lethality - product degradation ratio.

differences in texture are likely to occur, because the product warms
up much faster close to the heat source than in the middle of the tube.
With a Stork Sterideal system you won’t experience these kinds of
problems. The coiled tubes in the heat exchanger unit create a
constantly whirling product flow. This so-called ‘Dean-effect’ causes

Thanks to its unprecedented flexibility and energy efficient operation,
the Steritwin is the most advanced of its kind. The entire process is
regulated and monitored by advanced computer controls to maximize
the availability and minimize service costs.

the entire product quantity to be heated evenly. The construction of
the heat exchanger is applicable for high internal pressures, enabling
treatment of high viscose products. This allows you to sterilize
products like pudding and custard while maintaining optimal
consistency in product texture, taste and quality.
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Additional modules
Steritank

Deaerator

For intermediate storage of sterile products, Stork can supply an

product in the tank. Instead of air, nitrogen can be used for

When processing fruit juices and nectars, remaining oxygen in

aseptic tank, designed for a full vacuum with volumes of 15,000,

juice purposes. It is fully self-regulatory, so your operators

the product after packing can seriously harm quality. Flavoured

20,000 or 30,000 litres. This tank is connected between the

can spend their costly time elsewhere in your business.

or enriched dairy products can be deaerated during the UHT

process installation and the filling machine, resulting in maximum

process. Applying a deaerator greatly improves the product’s

production efficiency for both machines. For optimal usage a

All tanks are equipped with a SIP and a CIP system, which

quality and shelf life in these cases. The deaerator vaporizes the

second UHT installation can be connected to one Steritank.

are fully managed by automatically operating programmes.

product in a low pressure environment. This effectively separates

Steritanks can be cleaned by the plant CIP system. If needed,

all oxygen from the product. The vapour is then condensed and

Equipped with an automatic system, the tank always maintains

Stork can supply a dedicated CIP system with a lye and acid

the aromas flow back into the system. Optionally, the Stork deaerator

the same overpressure, regardless of the fluid level in the tank.

tank, metering unit, heating system and a circulation pump.

can be equipped with a stirring mechanism to handle products

The overpressure prevents contamination of the stored, sterile

Stick to Stork for synergy
Stork guarantees the aseptic integrity of
the product upon delivery from the
Sterideal to the ﬁlling machine. Combining
modules from the Stork processing family
excludes cross-contamination. Due to
excellent integration, tanks can be rinsed
with sterile water from the Sterideal when
changing the product.

with particles.

Homogenizer
The homogenizer creates an even distribution of fat in dairy
products. By forcing the product through a narrow opening,
bigger drops of fat are broken up into smaller ones, which are
then spread evenly through the product. The homogenizer is
equipped with one or two heads depending on the application.

Normally the homogenizer is integrated in the regenerative
section prior to sterilizing. For certain products the second
homogenizing head is placed downstream in the aseptic section,
because the product needs to be homogenized after the UHT
process. However if full homogenization is needed after the
holding section, Stork offers a special aseptic version of the
homogenizer for these kinds of UHT systems. The homogenizer is
a powerful, high-pressure pump, especially designed for use in
UHT systems. Its low-speed performance and high quality
components lead to a long economical life time combined with
minimal maintenance costs.
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Production made easy
Sterideal UHT processors feature an advanced automatic
control system, which initiates and terminates each
individual process operation phase. In case operator
intervention is needed, the system checks instructions
before executing them. Meanwhile it ensures
synchronization of the plant output with the intake
capacity of the filling machine(s). The system clearly
displays the actual process phase, the actual value of
all critical parameters and all other relevant information.
Various safety devices ensure carefree operation.

Standard
and optional

Complete control package

Motor control system includes:

3. Provides reports for:

The stainless steel control panel offers full access to all

• a main switch

• process steps

components in your production set-up. You can control the

• the power current distribution systems

• alarms

entire operation from one central point.

• control voltage provision

• batch reports

• starters and control units for motors and pumps

Process and control system

4. Contains the following operator input:

The process control system comprizes an industrial Stork

• programme selection (phase selection such as SIP,

controller, linked via proﬁbus to a remote I/O system.
The system can be extended to store production and

Operator interface

processing data in an industry standard database format.

intermediate CIP, main CIP, production)
• recipe selection
• new recipe storage (including storage of

The perfect tool for producing production reports.

1. Displays the following information:

The data can be stored into different categories for machine,

• actual process phase

• adjustment of controller settings

production, process and alarms.

• actual process values (temperatures, pressures, capacities, etc.)

• selection of manual operation for experimental

• status of components and valves (e.g. activated or idle,

all relevant process settings)

recipes, maintenance, etc.

open or closed, etc.)
• trending of critical process values
• alarms and messages

2. Provides data logging for:
• alarms and messages
• process phases

Sterideal
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Direct
heating unit

Homogenizer

CIP-unit
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Stork at your service
Stork cooperates with you throughout the lifetime of the
machine and adds value before, during and after supplying
solutions. We can offer advice on a broad range of subjects
like process design and system integration, to give the
customer the necessary consideration for future investments.
As part of the service, Stork shares as much information as
possible with its customers. This means general information,
as well as customer specific information such as maintenance
schedules, reports, upgrades and projects, is easily
accessible through our website.

Maintenance Programme
Stork works closely with costumers to set-up a dedicated
maintenance plan, which leads to minimum production downtime
and maximum reliability. All critical spare parts will be identiﬁed,
listed and stocked by Stork to guarantee availability. Regular feedback
meetings will take place to evaluate the efficiency of the programme.
This way, the maintenance plan will become more effective and
efficient, as it is constantly tuned to suit the specific situation.

Training
Stork offers customized training to groups of staff on site in order to
create maximum involvement of your staff. Several modules ensure
the training can be adapted to individual needs. There are different
levels such as a basic training level, operator level and engineering
level. If desired, training sessions can be completed with examinations.

Diagnostics Services
To achieve the highest operational efficiency, important process
variables need to be recorded. Stork can offer dedicated software
with matching hardware to improve data collection, data storage and
data access. It generates reports, clearly showing OEE (Overall
Equipment Effectiveness), process statistics, used energy and
the information about maintenance. Over a prolonged period, this

The aim of a retrofit is to improve the performance of an existing

Stork Centre of Technology - helping to
develop your product

Support and Spares

function or to add new functions to a machine. In close cooperation

Stork has a Technology Centre in the Netherlands where you can

Stork’s Service support team can remotely access your machine

with your organization, Stork can set the criteria and evaluate

aseptically fill your products on a semi-industrial scale using a wide

to analyse a problem. Spares can be shipped to you and if

investments in the light of the total Life Time Cost (Total Cost of

range of equipment, including UHT processing units and

necessary an engineer can assist with the repair on location.

Ownership). Investments can be judged on for example ‘costs

aseptic bottle filling machines. Our experienced engineers and

On “MyStorkSystems.com”, our website, the availability of spare

per litre’ or ‘Return on Investment’. Stork continuously seeks

technicians will help you to optimize your operations. At Stork’s

parts can be checked and if necessary they can be ordered

ways to reduce both operational and initial costs.

Technical Centre you can produce your own test botlles samples,

data reveals trends, which can be used to fine-tune the process.

24 hours a day.
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Updates and Retrofits

carry out a taste panel survey and optimize formulas.
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Choose a
future-proof tailor-made
UHT solution…

…choose
Stork Sterideal

Stork’s modular design allows you to set up a UHT processing

To safeguard ease of use and to prevent expensive personnel

Do you want a comprehensive UHT solution, which offers perfect

system which is completely tuned to your company’s specific

training sessions, each unit integrates fully with the system’s

aseptic safety, maximum flexibility, minimum energy use and easy

needs. The versatile systems can be easily adapted to handle

computer control system. In other words, Stork Sterideal not only

and thorough cleaning? Stork Sterideal offers you an adequate

different products. This also means you can easily change or

provides the most versatile and effective UHT solution for now,

solution, tailored to your specific production needs.

expand your processing line to meet future requirements.

but is also a solid investment for the future.

Don’t hesitate to call or e-mail us for an appointment. During a
personal meeting, we will gladly explain how Stork’s UHT
solutions can make production life a lot easier in your organization.
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Stork Food and Dairy Systems B.V.
specializes in the design, engineering and manufacturing
of processing and packaging machinery for the dairy and
food processing industries.

Stork Bottling Maintenance
Stork House, Unit 9, Brook Business Centre
Cowley Mill Road
UXBRIDGE
UB8 2FX
UNITED KINGDOM
Phone:
+44 1895 251 6 21
Fax:
+44 1895 258 633
Email:
luke.axel-berg@sfds.eu

Stork Food & Dairy Systems Inc.
1080 Airport Parkway
GAINESVILLE, GA 30501
P.O. Box 1453
GAINESVILLE, GA 30503
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Phone:
+1 770 535 1875
Fax:
+1 770 536 0841
Email:
ben.hamer@sfds.eu

Stork Food & Dairy Systems B.V.
Sucursal Argentina
Monseñor Magliano 3049/51
Oficina 2
(1642) SAN ISIDRO
Prov. de Buenos Aires
ARGENTINA
Phone:
+54 11 4700 10 07
Fax:
+54 11 4700 10 07
Email:
Norberto.Bellazzi@sfds.eu

Stork Food & Dairy Systems B.V. Thailand
Baan-Siri Complex 1696 & 1698
Pattanakarn Road, Suang Luang
BANGKOK 10250
THAILAND
Phone:
+66 2 722 6083
Fax:
+66 2 722 7082
Email:
storkbkk@truemail.co.th

Stork Food & Dairy Systems Australia
P.O. Box 658
Suite 4A, 83 The Parade
OCEAN GROVE Victoria 3226
AUSTRALIA
Phone:
+61 352 555 030
Fax:
+61 352 555 356
Email:
Kevin@geartek.com.au
Stork Food & Dairy Systems Brazil
Av. Com. Leopoldo Dedini,
150 Portao C
PIRACICABA - SP BRAZIL
13422-210
Phone:
+55 19 3414 9026
Fax:
+55 19 3437 1339
Email:
flavio.tonus@sfds.eu
Stork Food & Dairy Systems B.V.
Germany
Weserstraße 5
32545 BAD OEYNHAUSEN
GERMANY
Phone:
+49 5731 77814
Fax :
+49 5731 778150
Email:
heidi.albrecht@sfds.eu
Stork Food & Dairy Systems B.V.
Belgium
Rode Kruislaan 42
1930 ZAVENTEM
BELGIUM
Phone:
+32 2 215 4907
Fax :
+32 2 215 4147
Email :
frans.hendrickx@sfds.eu

Stork Food Systems Indonesia
Jl. Rawa Pandan No. 19 B
Tomang Raya
JAKARTA BARAT 11430
INDONESIA
Phone:
+62 21 5697 4008/9
Fax:
+62 21 5695 9071
Email:
storkfoodsystems@cbn.net.id
Stork Food & Dairy Systems SL
Avenida de la Paz, 22A - 1˚C
09004 BURGOS
SPAIN
Phone:
+34 947 256 113
Fax:
+34 947 271 793
Email:
marta.saiz@sfds.eu
Stork Mexico S.A. de C.V.
Amores 722
Col. del Valle
03100 MEXICO D.F.
MEXICO
Phone:
+52 55 5522 8173
Fax:
+52 55 5682 4404
Email:
alfonso.mata@sfds.eu
FD Systems
La Frégate, Bâtiment B
1901 avenue Jacques Cartier
44800 SAINT HERBLAIN
FRANCE
Phone:
+33 237 625 700
Fax:
+33 237 428 370
Email:
info.sa@sfds.eu
Website: www.stork.fr

Stork Food and Dairy Systems B.V.
Deccaweg 32, 1042 AD AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS
P.O. Box 759, 1000 AT AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS
Phone: +31 (0)20 634 89 11
Fax: +31 (0)20 636 97 54
E-mail: info@sfds.eu
Website: www.sfds.eu
Sterideal EN_2012_V1

